
Year 5 Planned Work Schedule 

 

We would like to thank children, parents and carers for their continued efforts at home. We 

really do appreciate that you’re working extremely hard to ensure your child continues to 

make great progress.  

 

If your child has misplaced or forgotten their login for Education City, please get in contact 

with the school via admin@sacredheart.primaryluton.co.uk.  

Children can access SAM learning resources: 

Centre ID: LU2 SH2  

User ID: date of birth (6 digits eg. 120710 followed by two initials: first name then last name 

eg. 120710TL)  

Password: same as user name. 

 

Please try to encourage your child to read regularly and avail of the Accelerated Reading site 

so they can take quizzes. We have been thoroughly impressed with the amount of children 

who’ve clearly kept up with their reading. We understand that children do not have the 

luxury of our school library at the moment but any reading will be a bonus. Thank you. 

https://stories.audible.com/start-listen -Free stories available for children to listen to.  

 

Hit the button and Ten Ticks are two of our favourite resources for practising speed and 

accuracy in Times Tables. 

Spelling list attached below (on page 3) for this week. Please test your child on a piece of 

paper on Friday if possible.  

 

Sam Learning guidance: We have moved onto the ‘Measurement’ topic and we think the 

resources on Sam Learning are excellent. We’ve inserted a measurement conversion chart 

(on page 3 of this document) that may help children.  

Children can access the resources by following the example steps provided: 

Login to Sam Learning and go to Activities-> KS2 ->Maths-> Measures 

Click on activities set in the timetable below.  

Children fill in their answers in the lined box below each question or on a sheet of paper.  

Children work their way through each task and answers are provided at the end for 

child/adult to mark. 

https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
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Day English Maths 

Monday 20th 
 
Children to begin History 
task in their Learning Logs 
and complete over the 
week.  

Sam Learning->KS2->English 
->Punctuating your writing 
 
Statements and Questions (Higher 
Set) 
 

Education City: 
Perimeter Puzzle (Learn Screen)  
Sam Learning->KS2->Measures-> 
:Perimeter A, B and C.  

Tuesday 21st Education City-Classwork: 
Clue’s in the Clause 
-main or subordinate 
-position of 

Education City: 
Measure Island (Learn Screen) 
Measure island activity 
 

Wednesday 22nd Comprehension-It’s Today 
Read through the ‘It’s Today’ text 
carefully, underlining any new 
vocabulary. Try to work out the 
word meaning by reading around 
the word and unpicking what it 
may mean.  
Children to answer: 
Comprehension Set A questions.  

Sam Learning->KS2->Measures-> 
:Estimates and scales A,B and C 

Thursday 23rd Education City-Classwork 
 
Lost Clause 

Education City-Classwork: 
Parks and rectangles 
 

Friday 24th 
 
Extended Write: [In orange 
books or on sheet of paper 
with name and date if they 
were not in school to take it 
home]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once interview task is 
completed, children are to 
edit their work following 
this Success Criteria (S.C): 

 Use of subordinate 
clauses 

 Correct punctuation 
and spelling 

 Interesting 
vocabulary 

Extended Write:  
LO: Write an interview between 
yourself and your idol.  
 
An example may be: Messi, JK 
Rowling etc. (Some of you may have 
drawn this person if you completed 
the arty task, as set by Miss Treanor, 
over Easter.) 
 
Ensure to ask well-structured 
questions and consider the types 
of responses and language that 
you would use.  
Examples of topics for question 
include: 
Explain reasons why you chose 
them to interview? 
How did they get started? 
Biggest influence? 
Best memory? 
Advice they would give to 
someone aspiring to be like them? 
Future plans?  

Education City-Classwork: 
Party problems activity 
 
*Children to use pencil and paper 
to work out word problems. If 
they run out of time or need to 
carry on the activity, just keep 
their answers and click back in to 
restart and retry. 
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 Determined                    Especially 

   Develop       Exaggerate 

 Dictionary    Excellent 

 Disastrous    Existence 

     Embarrass                 Explanation 

                                   Environment   Familiar 

                                   Equipment    Foreign 

                                   Equipped 
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Learning Log History Task.  

LO: Research Ancient Olympic games. 

Using the internet, books and any other resources you have, find out all about the origin of 

the Olympic Games that we continue to celebrate today.  

 Where and how did they begin? 

 Who was involved? 

 What garments did they wear? 

 What games were played. Etc.  

Using writing and illustrations, show us what you’ve found out about the games. We also 

would like you to mention whether any of the Ancient Olympic Games could be completed 

by you at home! Write notes, take photos or draw any Olympic games that you played at 

home! 

Twinkl has some fantastic free information and images which may be useful. Eg:  

     


